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Since the last edition of this brochure, the world has 
changed significantly. COVID altered the way we 
connect and collaborate with partners and stake-
holders, but it has not altered the need for partner-
ships. I am extremely proud to say that Rabo Part-
nerships has come out stronger from this situation. 
With its proven agility and demonstrated tenacity, 
Rabo Partnerships continues to spread its wings, ex-
plore inclusive business models and find new ways 
to create impact and return in emerging markets! 

Rabo Partnerships contributes to Rabobank’s mission 
of Growing a Better World Together by using its knowl-
edge, networks and financial resources to improve 
financial inclusion, rural development and the glob-
al food system. We have done this by exploring new 
business ventures in Africa and South-East Asia; en-
abling the onboarding of farmers to a digital market-
place; closing deals and transactions that allow small-
holder farmers to transition to more sustainable 
farming practices in South America and Asia; and by 
investing in rural banks in Africa and Latin America. 

In this brochure you will read about our high-
lights from 2020-2021, our global portfolio and 
our  approach to address financial inclusion, sus-
tainable food security and rural development.

Since the announcement of the AGRI3 Fund, Rabo 
Partnerships has supported farmers to make the tran-
sition towards more sustainable practices: such as in 
Brazil, where a loan product incentivizes farmers to re-
store degraded pastureland and halt deforestation 

while increasing productivity and continuing to 
feed the growing population.  With innovative solu-
tions we protect the environment whilst contribut-
ing to food system transformation. These ideas were 
also shared at the Food Systems Summit in 2021.

By means of a number of projects with partner banks 
we strengthen cooperatives, enabling more sustain-
able, transparent, and professional practices, creating 
impact for the livelihoods of (smallholder) farmers. You 
can find out more about how Rabo Partnerships 
supported the development of the food and agri-
cultural sector in Ecuador; empowered cocoa farm-
ers in the Ivory Coast; boosted the rural economy in 
Albania; and deployed a digital platform in Kenya.

With its proven agility and 
demonstrated tenacity, 

Rabo Partnerships 
continues to spread its 

wings.
Investments through Arise have allowed us to make im-
pact at scale and strengthen financial inclusion in var-
ious countries in Africa. The Smallholder Ecosystems 
team aligns initiatives across Rabobank and places small-
holder farmers at the center of the ecosystem. Through 
one of our projects, a unique digital marketplace 

Spreading our wings through 
inclusive business models

Continuing the 
Rabo Partnerships journey 

connects farmers to buyers,  service providers and fi-
nancial services. The impact on the ground is pal-
pable as we strive to increase financial inclusion 
and improve rural development and food security.

Rabo Partnerships fulfils the mission of Rabobank by 
Growing a Better World Together in more ways than 
one. As we continue this journey towards enabling in-
clusive business models, we ask you to become part of 
the Rabo Partnerships Community, read and learn more 
about what we do, and get inspired by the power of 
Partnerships!

Marianne Schoemaker
CEO Rabo Partnerships



Our Approach Smallholder Ecosystems
The mission of the Rabo Partnerships Smallholder 
Ecosystems team is to create a digital, scalable and 
profitable Rabobank proposition towards F&A clients 
and (smallholder) farmers in emerging markets.
Building a holistic proposition is a joint effort that 
requires multiple competencies. In this ecosystem, 
everyone complements each other to reach 
scale. Based on a “Partner, Build, Buy” approach, 
we coordinate with internal stakeholders while 
identifying external stakeholders to fill in the missing 
gaps and build the core capabilities across the bank.

Advisory & Inclusive Business 
Ventures
In partnerships, we provide technical assistance and 
set up inclusive business ventures that leapfrog trends 
and offer on-point solutions throughout the F&A value 
chain. For instance by providing access to markets, 
quality inputs, and finance for smallholders; letting F&A 
players directly connect to these producers; or enabling 
local banks to provide credit based on data analytics.

Accelerating Investments
Through setting up new types of partnerships 
with fintechs and NBFIs (non-banking financial 
institutions) and expanding our portfolio in Latin 
America and Southeast Asia, we want to increase 
access to financial services for rural populations. 
New investment partnerships with next generation 
ag-/fintechs and financial institutions also add 
value our smallholder farmers proposition.

Impact Finance 
Our approach blends commercial and concession-
al funds, making it possible for financial institutions 
to provide credit directly and indirectly to farmers. 
This way, we aim to bridge the financing gap in the 
food & agri value chain and to create environmental 
and social impact on food systems at the same time.

We work on achieving inclusive financial and food systems through building strong global partnerships. 
Employing our tools: sharing our knowledge, network, financial resources and innovation, we aim to 
improve global financial and food systems to create impact. Much has happened since the start of Rabo 
Partnership over 30 years ago. Digitization and access to new tools create new opportunities for inclusive 
development at scale in emerging markets. These new tools and technologies, such as digital solutions have 
the potential to solve various pain points in the food & agri value chain and can help increase financial inclusion.

5mln
additional smallholder farmers 

we aim to reach by 2023

*Above the Theory of Change that was applicable in 2020-2021. We have updated our 

Theory of Change during the course of 2021 and will report on this in the next issue.



Rabo Partnerships in Numbers: 

Our Highlights from 2020-2021

140+
Rabo consultants in 

2021

30+
Technical Assistance 

projects in 2021

$53mln
Public sector funds raised 

in 2020&2021

$60mln
Private sector funds raised 

in 2020&2021

5
Blended Finance 

transactions
in 2020&2021

20+
Countries with 

Advisory projects in 
2021

4
Direct investment 

partners

9
Indirect investment 

partners*

€411mln 
Investment portfolio at YE 

2021

13
smallholder focused 
initiatives identified 

in the bank

*via Arise

Smallholder EcosystemsInvestments

Impact FinanceAdvisory

How we made an impact with the help of our knowledge, network, finance, and innovation

3
new propositions 

under development



Global Portfolio
Where We Are Active*

*via projects and partners, numbers as of 2020.

Consolidated Outreach 
Of Our Partners

22%
food & agri credit

15%
rural & agri customers

22%
in rural areas

€42bln
Credit portfolio

57mln
Customers

4k
Branches & agencies

# branches # customers Credit (€)

% rural  % rural/agri % F&A 

Arise   1479   47,2mln  15,6bln
(HQ South Africa) 26%   12%   6%

Banco  32   89,7k   1,5bln
Regional  56%   24%   51%
(Paraguay)

LAAD  21   1,2k   839mln
(HQ USA)  100%   100%   100%

Sicredi  1990   4,6mln  15,3bln
(Brazil)   14%   30%   35%

Banco Fie  145   1mln   1,7bln
(Bolivia)  49%   31%   22%

Banco  238   3,7mln  6,7bln
Pichincha  23%   24%   13%
(Ecuador)

FED invest  63   75k   35mln
(Albania)  62%   65%   54%
 
NBS   330   450k   27mln
(Malawi)  55%   17%   16%

Impact Brochure 2020-2021
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Financial Inclusion
New technologies make innovation accessible at all levels of the food 

& agricultural value chain. For example by allowing for increased outreach, 

reducing the risk and cost of lending, and improving farmer productivity 

and income. This is why we expanded our activities towards digitized food & 

agri value chains. We innovate by developing and promoting a smallholder 

strategy and by developing digital solutions to serve F&A players and 

(smallholder) farmers.

Agriculture Exchange
Agriculture Exchange has been set up as a strategic partner-

ship between Mastercard and Rabobank with the aim to in-

crease the financial inclusion of (smallholder) farmers. Through 

an interoperable, data-driven, open digital ecosystem we can 

connect all the players in the food & agri value chain – such 

as buyers, off takers, input providers – with each other, provid-

ing access to financial and other services for smallholder farmers.

First Deployment Co-opBank Soko
The Agriculture Exchange digital platform comes as a white label 

product and is adaptable to local partners’ needs. The deployment 

in Kenya with Co-op Bank focuses on the maize value chain in the 

Trans-Nzoia County of Kenya, also known as Kenya’s “grain basket”.

Improving Digital Distribution Channels
Banco Pichincha aims to become a valuable financial partner for the 

food & agri sector in Ecuador in order to support financial inclusion 

and improve rural livelihoods. Rabo Partnerships supported Ban-

co Pichincha to build an integrated distribution channel strategy, 

finding the right mix between physical and digital channels. This al-

lows Banco Pichincha to reduce costs and increase customer expe-

rience, reaching more clients in a more effective and efficient way.

Further south, rural households in Bolivia active in agriculture re-

quire a solid financial sector and a good agribusiness infrastructure 

to thrive. To be able to distribute appropriate financial solutions and 

technical knowledge, Banco Fie, with the support of Rabo Partner-

ships, aims to develop solid and convenient digital distribution chan-

nels to enhance access to finance in rural areas, such as a modernized 

mobile banking system and a marketplace for female entrepreneurs.

60-80%
of global food production 

carried by smallholders

3600+
Farmers onboarded to 

Agriculture Exchange through 
Co-OpBank Soko in 2021

7,8mln
F&A customers reached by 

our partners in 2020

8 countries
where we support Financial 

Cooperative Networks

Impact Brochure 2020-2021



AGRI3 Fund:
Set up by Rabo 
Partnerships, 
now operates 

independently

Blended finance funds*:

Sustainable Food Security 
The urgent need to rethink global food systems means that the primary 

agricultural sector will need to increase its production in a sustainable 

way to feed the growing world population in the years to come. Through 

our blended finance activities, we continue to address the financing gap and 

mitigate the risk of financing agricultural systems to an acceptable level for 

commercial investors. Together with our partners, we are allocating more 

finance towards a more sustainable practises in agricultural production, so 

that sustainable food security can be reached for all.

Increasing Impact by Sharing Knowledge
To speed up the transformation of food systems, we make sure to 

share the experience we have gathered around blended finance 

with a large and diverse group of stakeholders who can use blend-

ed finance to achieve impact. In April 2021, Rabobank, together 

with UNEP and the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs, organized 

and hosted an UN Food System Summit Dialogue. The dialogue 

was ultimately summarized in a blended finance discussion pa-

per, which was widely shared among financial institutions and 

other food system stakeholders. Check out our opinion piece too.

Bridge the Gap Between Food & Finance 
During the Food Systems Summit in September 2021, Rabobank 

brought visibility to food transition projects such as the AGRI3 Fund, 

Agriculture Exchange or the Smallholder Ecosystems proposition, to 

ensure that they can be strengthened and scaled up in the future.  

Find out more here.

Coordinated by Netherlands Food Partnership and brought 

together under the Food Systems Summit, Rabobank, togeth-

er with other partners, formed the coalition “Empowering Small-

holders through Strengthened Digital Ecosystems”.  The coalition 

is currently selecting the first 3 countries to be active in in 2022. 

Blended Finance and its impact on Food
Systems
Blended finance enables financial institutions to finance transac-

tions with a high environmental and sustainability impact that 

would otherwise be too risky by combining public or conces-

sional and commercial money. For example, the AGRI3 Fund of-

fers risk participations in loans to enable banks to finance the 

agricultural sector in emerging markets, allowing farmers to pro-

tect forests or shift to more sustainable agricultural practises.

Sustainable Production from China to Latin 
America
Blended finance is helping farmers transition to more sustainable farm-

ing practices all over the world. In China, rural farming communities 

are transitioning from cash crops to more profitable, environmentally 

friendly chilli pepper farming practices with the help of AGRI3. In Brazil, 

the Fund is financing large farmers to support forest replantation and 

protection, the renovation of pastureland, and practises that increase 

productivity without land degradation. The unlocked financing cre-

ates a better life for farmers, more food & a better environment for 

everyone.  In Colombia, Rabo Partnerships is supporting Solidaridad 

with building a blended finance solution to finance 2500 small palm 

oil farmers who want to transition to certified sustainable production.

70k ha
Land under sustainable 

management

2000+ 
farmers will receive training 

in China & Brazil

*selected examplesImpact Brochure 2020-2021

https://hdl.handle.net/10568/115123
https://hdl.handle.net/10568/115123
https://www.devex.com/news/sponsored/opinion-enabling-food-system-transition-by-unlocking-capital-101673?utm_source=nl_newswire&utm_term=article&utm_content=text&mkt_tok=Njg1LUtCTC03NjUAAAF_tnCsew3Q5yG_Zh0CvtNlF9HHhlAjHRSQ-agIZa2ovlEoJV9siG_d3_FgkfSUn-BMvgU0JSCWiPwzLUcpVzAUm6VRfRwgaRCBVfKWSO0XDzw3NuY
https://www.rabobank.com/en/about-rabobank/in-society/rabo-partnerships/articles/2021/the-role-of-finance-at-the-un-food-systems-summit-2021.html
https://channels.ft.com/en/foodrevolution/firing-up-sustainable-chilli-farming-in-china/


Rural Development
Partnerships are crucial to drive development. We work together with 

our partners to empower cooperatives and strengthen institutions in 

different parts of the world. We collaborate with our partners to come 

up with innovative solutions that help them grow in crucial areas such 

as rural outreach, agrifinance solutions, gender equality, and SME finance. 

Recently, we have started to explore new business ventures to continue 

serving agricultural communities to enable them to grow and thrive.

Boosting the Rural Economy in Albania
FED invest, an Albanian cooperative financial institution focuses 

on opportunities to achieve growth through digital channels and 

technological advances with the goal to refine existing products 

to retain customers and introduce products and services to new 

clients. With our support, FED Invest has improved their core bank-

ing system, launched internet banking services, and implement-

ed increased security measures in 2020. These steps strengthen the 

brand and grow the business, while at the same time adding value 

to the customer experience. Combining digital innovation with cus-

tomer centricity helps FED Invest live up to its mission of providing 

rural Albanians with financial services, enhancing the local econ-

omy and alleviating poverty, thereby driving rural development.

Cooperative Leading Sustainability in Brazil
Sicredi, a cooperative financial institution with more than 5 million 

members in Brazil, won second place in the “Closed Companies” cat-

egory at the Award of the Brazilian Association of Publicly Held Com-

panies with its 2020 Sustainability Report. Sicredi’s sustainability strat-

egy, developed with support from Rabobank, focuses on three topics:

• relationships and cooperative culture: promoting diversity and 

strengthening governance;

• responsible solutions: including financial education and sustain-

able finance;

• local development: including financial inclusion and the develop-

ment of local communities.

Supporting Local Development and Equality
Sicredi believes that the credit union setup is one of the most effec-

tive mechanisms to promote access to financial services to people in 

smaller, more remote, and rural areas. In September 2020, the institution 

launched a Women’s Committee Program to promote gender equal-

ity at all levels of credit unions in Brazil. The initiative aims to educate 

women to prepare them to take on leadership roles and start business-

es, thereby contributing to rural development in their communities.

30%
Rural & agricultural 

customers, Sicredi in 2020

74k
Members of the FED invest 

cooperative in 2020

€18,5mln 
Agricultural credit portfolio, 

FED invest in 2020

ABA Center
(AgroBusiness Assistance Center) 
provides information, networking 

& growth opportunities for 
Albanian farmers

$80mln 
Credit line for women-owned 

SMEs launched by Sicredi in 2020

Impact Brochure 2020-2021



New tools and technologies 

increase sustainability and 

improve the livelihoods of 

rural communities.



The Tropical Race 4 strain of the Fusarium fungus (Fusar-

ium TR4) is the most critical menace to banana produc-

tion. With an export value of more than USD 3,6 billion per 

year, bananas are the largest single agricultural export 

of Ecuador. The disease not only could affect – and even 

wipe out – entire farms, affecting thousands of produc-

ers and families that depend on this product to make 

a living; but it could also disrupt the whole value chain. 

Banco Pichincha, our partner bank in Ecuador, has made a stra-

tegic commitment to support the development of the food & 

agri sector in Ecuador. Supported by Rabo Partnerships and Bay-

er, Banco Pichincha made it their goal to deepen their knowl-

edge and expertise in the F&A field, and to convey that knowl-

edge to their extensive network of offices, executives and officers.

In this context, it was natural for Banco Pichincha to look for a 

strategy that could help local farmers, especially the small ones, 

to avoid the devastation TR4 has the potential to cause. In 2021, 

after the TR4 strain had been detected in a half-hectare banana 

plantation in neighbouring country Peru, the bank recognized 

the need to take steps immediately. Leveraging Bayer’s train-

ing program, BayG.A.P., the bank started an initiative which has 

helped farmers learn about the TR4 disease, how to prevent it 

and what steps to take to control it if detected on their farms. 

Encouraged by Rabo Partnerships, Banco Pichincha joined the 

Global Alliance Against TR4 lead by IICA (the Inter-American 

Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture), GLOBALG.A.P., Bay-

er and other institutions sharing the same goal: preventing 

the spread of the disease into Ecuador and giving farmers the 

know-how and technical knowledge to deal with the pandem-

ic. Together, the members of the Alliance designed and imple-

mented a plan to strengthen the knowledge and build the ca-

pacity of those involved in the banana production value chain.  

The initiative of Banco Pichincha and Bayer included activities 

such as enabling the bank’s customers to access the BayG.A.P. 

training on biosecurity measures against TR4, sending text mes-

sages to farmers reminding them of the key actions to imple-

ment on their fields, and creating awareness through a regional 

radio campaign. In total, over 600 banana producers from the El 

Oro province of Ecuador, near Peru, were contacted. Starting in 

August 2021, Banco Pichincha has sent out 14 text messages, 2 

mailings, images and audio with recommendations about how 

to prevent the spread of the disease. In addition, 6 local radio 

stations transmitted additional information weekly in August 

and September, reaching over 320.000 people. 

Ecuador is the world’s largest banana exporting country. With 

this campaign, Banco Pichincha and Bayer made an important 

step to protect the livelihood of Ecuadorian banana farmers. 

The success of the cooperation between Banco Pichincha and 

Bayer demonstrates the importance of connecting our network 

to support farmers. The collaboration between our partner 

bank, Banco Pichincha, and Bayer, a client of Rabobank and our 

strategic partner, was accelerated by Rabo Partnerships, and ul-

timately resulted in a campaign protecting banana plantations 

from the devastating TR4 disease. Banco Pichincha took this 

opportunity to increase the outreach to their rural customers, 

protecting their source of income and improving their living 

conditions, benefitting from the knowledge offered by strategic 

partnerships. 

Flattening the curve to protect bananas

Impact Brochure 2020-2021



tenor is an attractive feature. It allows us to engage farmers to 

transform idle lands into productive pastures, whilst preserving 

biodiversity.” In addition to funding, borrowers are offered sub-

sidised technical assistance to make the necessary changes to 

their farms, for instance by hiring an agronomist to optimise the 

recovery of the soil.

Rabo Partnerships supports Rabobank Brazil to apply for blend-

ed finance facilities, and makes sure that such novel structures 

fit the existing bank infrastructure. “The Blended Finance team 

have been real partners to our rural franchise in Brazil in this 

effort”, according to Mr. Guedes.

Brazilian blends making green mainstream

Protecting the rainforest is an important part of fight-

ing climate change, but trees are often cleared to make 

way for food production. Rabobank and the Agri3 Fund 

have developed a loan product to help Brazilian cattle 

ranchers become more productive whilst putting a halt 

to deforestation.

Cattle ranching in Brazil is quite a different story from the in-

tensive farming typical of the Netherlands. Farmers may own 

thousands of animals, which freely roam huge areas of pasture-

land. Once the same area has been grazed for a prolonged time, 

the soil gets exhausted and becomes less productive. A rancher 

may therefore “open up” a new area of rainforest and move the 

cattle there, leaving the degraded land behind. It’s an inefficient 

and unsustainable practice that threatens ecosystems like the 

Amazon, both in terms of biodiversity and in its function as a 

carbon sink.  

A new blended finance product by Rabobank Brazil and the 

AGRI3 Fund offers a solution. Long term funding enables 

farmers to restore the degraded pastureland and introduce ro-

tational grazing techniques. This way, more cattle can use the 

same area of land, and the soil stays healthy. Moreover, part of 

the money is used to restore areas that were previously defor-

ested, either through replanting or natural recovery.

The AGRI3 Fund’s mandate is to provide partial risk participa-

tions to banks in order to stimulate high impact loans. Their in-

volvement is instrumental to this initiative, according to Thiago 

Guedes, CSR Rural Banking Manager at Rabobank Brazil: “The 

participation of the AGRI3 Fund enables us to offer long-term 

funding to our clients for sustainable investments. The 10 year 

“AGRI3 enables 
us to offer long-

term funding 
for sustainable 
investments.“

As a result of these efforts, RBB client Grupo Vilela de Queiroz 

received a USD 6 million loan in November 2021. The money 

will be used to restore circa 3.500 hectares of pastureland and 

to protect 2.178 hectares of forest. It is the second such blended 

finance transaction between Rabo Brazil and AGRI3 since the 

fund’s launch in 2020. 

Cobbling together these transactions takes time, however. Spe-

cialist staff from the AGRI3 Fund look closely at the envisaged 

impact, and scrutinise whether the farmer meets strict envi-

ronmental criteria. Yet to reach scale, such funding needs to be 

readily accessible. In order to make it easier for ranchers to ap-

ply, the Blended Finance team is leading the way in standardis-

ing the offering of such loans. By pre-agreeing all aspects, from 

determining when a farmer is eligible to the commercial terms 

of the transaction, blended finance solutions can be brought 

to market much quicker. It’s what’s needed to make green truly 

mainstream.

Impact Brochure 2020-2021





Empowering cocoa farmers and promoting 

sustainable agricultural practises in Ivory Coast 

Rabo Partnerships is involved in securing the sourcing of the 

maize, enabling farmers from Ivory Coast to supply De Heus do-

mestically, thereby improving the economy of the country and 

reducing the need for imports. The fixed contract also means 

farmers don’t need to face the challenge of unreliable off takers, 

which has been identified as a problem in the past. The first 

contracts have already been signed and with over 100 farmers 

on board, everything is set for a swift kick-off and implementa-

tion in the coming months. 

The expansion of cocoa production in Ivory Coast has 

led to widespread deforestation, as large areas are now 

covered by monoculture cocoa plantations. Besides 

deforestation, monoculture agriculture comes with a 

number of problems: this agricultural system depletes 

the soil, is sensitive to climate change, offers low nutri-

ent diversity and low yields, and leads to higher risks for 

the farmers, as their income depends on a single crop 

type. Assisting farmers in transforming from a monocul-

ture system towards more diversified agricultural sys-

tems contributes to addressing the problems the world 

is facing today. 

Currently, the majority of cocoa cooperatives solely focuses on 

the amount of cocoa output, which leads to environmental im-

pact being overlooked. Diversifying farmers’ income and mak-

ing farmers more resilient while combatting climate change 

requires strong cooperatives. 

Rabo Partnerships, together with strategic partners, has been 

working with cocoa cooperatives in Ivory Coast for over 10 

years to build strong cooperatives by making them more sus-

tainable, transparent and professional, ultimately improving the 

livelihood of farmers. 

The initiatives aimed at strengthening the core of cooperatives 

included improving governance structures, developing their fi-

nancial management systems, drafting bankable business plans, 

and connecting cooperatives to financial institutions, thereby 

boosting the financial inclusion of farmers. Building on this sol-

id foundation, cooperatives can become enablers of rural de-

velopment, for example by assisting farmers in implementing 

regenerative farming practises that improve soil health, achieve 

higher yields and limit deforestation. 

Agroforestry, the practise of growing trees or shrubs among 

crops, fits this ambition: From an environmental standpoint, 

it helps to reduce agriculture’s contribution and vulnerability 

to climate change, while also improving soil health and yield. 

Furthermore, it supports afforestation and can significantly in-

crease carbon sequestration. In terms of economic wellbeing, 

agroforestry can increase and diversify farmers’ incomes, mak-

ing them more shock resilient; granting them access to more 

diverse and nutritious food. 

The problem with diversification programs such as agroforestry 

is the high cost of initial investment. Farmers who want to make 

the change need financial support during the transition phase. 

Intercropping can offer an interesting solution to compensate 

for the lost income from the original crops in the initial transi-

tion phase.  

Rabobank, Yara and De Heus are working on a pilot project in 

Ivory Coast that will increase maize yields and diversify farm-

ers’ income. For De Heus, the program is attractive because the 

company is building a new factory in Ivory Coast with a capaci-

ty of 120.000 tons of feed that requires maize for its production. 

The pilot project is set up with 4 farmer cooperatives, where 

participating farmers receive high quality maize seeds and in-

puts and are guaranteed a reliable market based on a minimum 

offtake price. This way, cocoa farmers can benefit from the ad-

ditional income source and work on diversifying their business. 

Since further increasing income from cocoa production alone 

is not possible, this is farmers’ best option to improve their in-

come.

Besides the financial aspects, intercropping also improves soil 

quality and can assist farmers move to an agroforestry system 

in the future. As an added bonus, the project also promotes 

gender equality within the cooperatives, and a majority of the 

participants are women. 

“Intercropping 
can provide 

an interesting 
solution for 

farmers.”

Impact Brochure 2020-2021



For instance, Rabobank consultants based in Utrecht and Brazil are currently 

working with Moza Banco in Mozambique to increase the bank’s credit capa-

bilities. In Kenya, Rabo Partnerships set up a three-year Technical Assistance pro-

gram with Equity Bank dedicated to transferring food & agri expertise to Nairobi 

and establishing a F&A financing framework in the bank. Currently, the focus 

increasingly lies on developing and providing smaller loans to SMEs and certain 

food & agri sectors.

Arise’s partner banks are also working on unlocking agricultural investments for 

their clients to boost economic growth in their countries. In 2021, Zanaco joined 

forces with the European Union and European Investment Bank to roll out a 

EUR 30 million initiative aimed at smallholder farmers and rural cooperatives to 

support agriculture in Zambia. 

In Tanzania, NMB Bank has announced its intention to offer entrepreneurs in 

the agriculture, livestock and fishing value chains affordable loans with lower 

interest rates. Access to affordable finance creates employment and increases 

farmers’ productivity and income.

Access to financial services has increased steadily in Sub-Saharan Afri-

ca over the past 10 years. The share of adults who have an account at 

a financial institution or mobile money provider has almost doubled. 

Yet there has been no significant increase in domestic credit provided 

to the private sector by banks. Access to finance continues to remain 

the primary challenge for companies, particularly for MSMEs (Micro, 

Small and Medium Enterprises) in the agricultural sector. To address 

this imbalance and promote financial inclusion in Africa, the invest-

ment platform Arise was established in 2017 to provide more capital,  

knowledge and networks to the African financial system.

The core mandate of Arise is to partner with sustainable locally owned financial 

services providers in Sub-Saharan Africa to help them become industry leaders 

in their respective markets and advance economic growth and job creation in 

their respective countries.

More than half of Rabo Partnerships’ equity portfolio is invested in Sub-Saha-

ran Africa through Arise. In 2017, Rabo Partnerships, Norfund, NorFinance and 

FMO agreed to invest into African financial institutions via this joint venture to 

contribute to the economic growth and prosperity of Sub-Saharan Africa by in-

creasing financial inclusion and employment, strengthening rural development 

and alleviating poverty.

Since its inception Arise has made significant strides in delivering on its core 

mandate. Arise has worked on building and optimizing its portfolio and at pres-

ent holds equity stakes in nine African financial institutions with a total value of 

close to USD 1 billion (as of November 2021), jointly operating in 38 countries. 

These institutions are either already a top three player in their countries or have 

the potential to reach this position. Over the years, Arise has seen its outreach 

grow from a mere 14 million to close to 50 million clients.

Arise adds value by strengthening its network of partner banks so they can reach 

more clients and service them with advanced products. Numerous Rabobank 

colleagues have worked as consultants on projects with Arise’s partner banks. 

Going forward, Arise is exploring new investment opportunities in fintechs, fi-

nancial institutions without a banking license, and traditional banks in new 

countries. Yet the most important aspect of Arise’s strategy for the coming years 

is to advance its value creation service offerings to its partner banks. Through 

this strategy, Arise seeks to enhance its value creation impact and to contrib-

ute to Sustainable Development Goals by focusing on financial inclusion, SME 

development and finance, and the strengthening of food & agri value chains, 

among others.

Rabo Partnerships’ ambitions align with these business objectives and therefore 

we will continue to provide hands-on assistance to the Arise network. In January 

2022, we initiated a Technical Assistance program with Ecobank, a Pan-African 

bank with almost 30 million clients in 38 countries. The goal of this program is to 

assist the bank in designing and implementing a Food & Agribusiness Strategy 

to increase Ecobank’s food & agri portfolio and to contribute to the overall eco-

nomic growth in Africa.

“The most 
important 

aspect is value 
creation”

Strengthening financial inclusion 

in Africa with Arise

Impact Brochure 2020-2021
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